
Follow     Acts 16:1-40 

Into the Lesson: 
 

What is your earliest recollection of being given an 
“adult sized” responsibility?  
 

How old were you (pretty sure it was much earlier for 
farm kids than us city kids)? 
 

Was this a onetime thing or an on-going responsibility?  
How did it make you feel to know you were trusted with 
this task? 
 

Did your folks acknowledge the job that you did?  
 

How did that make you feel? 

  
 
 
Into the Word: 
 

We can’t know Timothy’s age, but some commentaries 
have suggested he may have been in his late teens or 
early twenties. What set him apart for Paul to want to 
take Timothy with them? 
 

Is Paul’s action in v.3 contrary to everything he had 
done in the previous chapter?  
 

Why or why not? 

 
In the introduction to this sermon series, Lane said this 
book could be called The Acts of the Holy Spirit. Read 
through this chapter and note where the Holy Spirit 
was active through either: 
          Spirit filled discernment- 

          Spirit led “divine appointment”- 

          Outright manifestation- 

                     16:3-                                 16:6-7- 

                     16:9                                  16:13-15- 

                     16:16-18-                          16:25-28- 

                     16:33-34-                         16:40- 
 

How are the actions of the non-believers in vv. 19-24 
typical to the treatment Paul had been exposed to since 
becoming a Christ follower? 
 

What is his response to this treatment (v.25)? 

  
 
 
Into Life: 
 

Although we don’t know how the Spirit blocked the way 
for Paul, how nice would it be to have that clear of 
direction while serving God? 
 

From Lane’s quote by Howard Hendricks, “everyone 
should have three relationships in their life-a Paul, a 
Barnabas and a Timothy.” Which one do you think you 
are most like? 
 

Looking back on your week, have there been times when 
you felt the Lord’s leading through: 
 

Spirit filled discernment- 

Spirit led “divine appointment”- 

Outright manifestation (hopefully without earthquakes)  
 

Respond to Lane’s statement, “…there are a number of 
ways God guides our lives.” 
 

How do we begin to cultivate our hearts and minds to be 
in tune with the Lord’s direction for our lives? 
 

God is leading Paul every step of the way 
and he will do the same for you. 



 


